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This Master’s Thesis is dedicated to the simulation of new p-type pixel strip detector
with enhanced multiplication effect. It is done for high-energy physics experiments
upgrade such as Super Large Hadron Collider especially for Compact Muon Solenoid
particle track silicon detectors. These detectors are used in very harsh radiation envi-
ronment and should have good radiation hardness. The device engineering technology
for developing more radiation hard particle detectors is used for minimizing the radi-
ation degradation. New detector structure with enhanced multiplication effect is pro-
posed in this work. There are studies of electric field and electric charge distribution
of conventional and new p-type detector under reverse voltage bias and irradiation. Fi-
nally, the dependence of the anode current from the applied cathode reverse voltage
bias under irradiation is obtained in this Thesis. For simulation Silvaco Technology
Computer Aided Design software was used. Athena was used for creation of doping
profiles and device structures and Atlas was used for getting electrical characteristics
of the studied devices. The program codes for this software are represented in Ap-
pendixes.
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

b bottom quark
b acceptor introduction rate
c charm quark
c donor removal coefficient
Dn diffusion coefficient for electrons
Dp diffusion coefficient for holes
d down quark
d thickness
E electric field
EC conduction band
EF Fermi level
En

F0 Fermi level on n-side
Ep

F0 Fermi level on p-side
Ei intrinsic level
Em maximum electric field
EV valence band
e+ positron
e− electron
ga average introduction rate
Gn electron generation rate
Gp hole generation rate
h+ hole
Ileak leakage current
Jn electron current density
Jp hole current density
k Boltzmann constant, 1.38 · 10−23 J/K
kT thermal energy
NA acceptor impurity density / short-term annealing component
NB acceptor or donor impurity density
NC stable damage part
ND donor impurity density
ND,0 donor concentration before irradiation
Neff effective carrier / doping concentration
NY reverse annealing component
n neutron / n-type semiconductor material
n electron concentration
ni intrinsic carrier density, 1.45 · 1010 cm−3 (Si, 300K)
n+ heavily doped n-type material
n− low-doped n-type material
p proton / p-type semiconductor material
p hole concentration
p+ heavily doped p-type material
p− low-doped p-type material
q elementary charge, 1.6021 · 10−19 C
Rn electron recombination rate
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Rp hole recombination rate
s strange quark
T temperature
TL lattice temperature
t top quark
t time
Udep depletion voltage
V potential, external voltage
Vbi built-in voltage
Vfd full depletion voltage
v up quark
W boson
x x-direction
xd depletion region length
xn depletion region length on n-side
xp depletion region length on p-side
Z boson

Greek letters

ε0 permittivity of vacuum, 8.854 · 10−12 F/m
εSi permittivity of silicon, 11.7 · ε0

µ muon
µn electron mobility
µp hole mobility
νe− electron-neutrino
νµ muon-neutrino
ντ tau-neutrino
π± pion
ρ charge density
τ tau (lepton) / lifetime
Φeq radiation fluence

Acronyms

AC Alternating Current
ALICE A Large Ion Collider Experiment
ATLAS A Toroidal Lhc ApparatuS
CCE Charge Collection Efficiency
CERN European Organization for Nuclear Research
CMS Compact Muon Solenoid
Cz Czochralski silicon
DC Direct Current
DOFZ Diffusion Oxygenated Float Zone
DP Double Peak
FZ Float Zone
IV Current (I) vs. Voltage (V)
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LEP Large Electron Positron Collider
LHC Large Hadron Collider
LHCb b mesons experiment in LHC
MCz Magnetic Czochralski Silicon
RD Research and Development
RF Radio-Frequency
SCSI Space Charge Sign Inversion
SLHC Super Large Hadron Collider
SPS Super Proton Synchrotron
TCAD Technology Computer Aided Design
TOTEM TOTal cross-section and Elastic scattering Measurement experiment
V2 Di-vacancy defect
VO Vacancy-oxygen
VWF Virtual Wafer Fab
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1 INTRODUCTION

Pixel and strip silicon detector are the most precise tracking detectors for charged par-

ticles that are used in the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at European Organization

for Nuclear Research (CERN). These tracking detectors are used in the high-energy

physics experiments and located near the beam line that leads to the work in a very

harsh radiation environment.

The new generation of the silicon detectors is required for good operation of the up-

graded LHC (Super-LHC, SLHC). These detectors should have improved radiation

tolerance and save good performance under fluence and the beam luminosity up to

1016 neq/cm2 and 1035 cm−2/s. The major aim of the silicon detectors improvement is

to minimize the radiation damages. Several technologies to solve this goal are studied

by CERN Research and Development (RD) collaboration such as RD50 “Development

of Radiation Hard Semiconductor Devices for Very High Luminosity Colliders”.

The goal of this work is to research and develop new detector structure such as p-type

pixel strip detector with enhanced multiplication effect in the n-type electrodes and

study of its electrical characteristics. Electric field, hole and electron distribution are

studied in this simulation as crucial parameters of silicon semiconductor detectors. The

Silvaco Technology Computer Aided Design (TCAD) software is used for simulation

and study the new type of the detector. Process simulator – Athena is used to define

a structure of the studied detector and device simulator – Atlas is used to study the

electrical characteristics of the detector.

This Master’s Thesis consists of the summarizing part and two appendixes with pro-

gram codes of Athena and Atlas simulations. The content of the summarizing part in-

cludes five chapters. The first chapter is introduction, where short overview of CERN

and its researches are given. In the second chapter the basic properties of the radiation

silicon detectors are described. The third chapter is dedicated to the description of the

Silvaco TCAD software and simulation methods. The forth chapter is dedicated to re-

sults of simulations of the detectors under reverse voltage bias and irradiation. Also, in

this chapter doping profiles of the conventional p-type stripped detector and “p layer”
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variation, including a p-type diffusion below the n+ electrode can be found. Finally,

conclusions are given in the fifth chapter.

1.1 Particle detectors of high-energy physics experiments

There are a lot of fields of radiation-hard detector applications. Radiation-hard de-

tector can be used in medicine, security, telecommunication and high-energy physics

applications, such as LHC. This work is based on research of p-type silicon (Si) based

detectors, which are used in harsh radiation environment. These detectors are suitable

for the detection of ionizing radiation such as protons, neutrons, pions and heavy ions.

CERN was proposed by Louis de Broglie in 1941 and was founded in 1954 in Geneva,

Switzerland. CERN researches the basic structure of matter, especially particles. We

know today that all matter in the Universe is built from nearly a hundred different

types of atoms, each one made up of electrons with negative electric charge circulating

a positively charged nucleus. The nucleus itself further consists of nucleons: positive

protons and neutral neutrons. The electron seems to have no internal structure. Protons

and neutrons are composite particles, each containing three quarks. Similarly as the

electron, the quarks appear to have no structure. Only two types of quark, called “up”

and “down”, are needed to build the proton and neutron (Figure 1.1) [1].

The generic names for particles in Figure 1.1 are often defined as follows [2]:

• nucleons: neutrons and protons;

• hadrons: all particles affected by the strong nuclear force;

• baryons: hadrons, which are fermions (half-integral spin particles) such as the

nucleons;

• mesons: hadrons, which are bosons (integral spin particles) such as the pion;

• leptons: all particles not affected by the strong nuclear force, such as the electron

and the muon.

Other forms of matter also exist but here there are not shown. Based on the theories

and discoveries in the physics research, the Standard Model of Particles and Forces has
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Figure 1.1: Structure of matter and its different scaling (http://cdsweb.cern.ch/
record/841445)

been created. The Standard Model requires 12 matter particles and 4 force carrier par-

ticles to summarize all that we currently know about the most fundamental constituents

of matter and their interactions. Figure 1.1 shows two matter particle “families” – the

quarks and the leptons – both point-like and without internal structure. There are six

quarks, which are usually grouped in three pairs based on their mass and charge prop-

erties: up/down (v and d), charm/strange (c and s), and top/bottom (t and b) [3]. More

information about Standard Model can be found in [2], [4].

Further, there are six leptons, three with a charge and a mass – electron (e−), muon

(µ) and tau (τ) – and three neutral and with very little mass – electron-neutrino (νe−),

muon-neutrino (νµ) and tau-neutrino (ντ). Again as their name openly implies, they are

grouped to form three pairs (because of some distinctive behavior during the creation

or decay processes). The e−/νe− and up/down have the lightest mass and are all that is

needed to build up the stable matter and what is called the first generation of matter.

However, high-energy processes produce a large variety of short-lived particles, which

require the existence of “heavier” pairs, or heavier “generations” of matter. We have

then µ/νµ and charm/strange, which make up the second generation, while τ/ντ and

top/bottom constitute the third generation. All second- and third-generation quarks

can only be observed in high-energy physics experiments [3].

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/841445
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/841445
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The Standard Model includes three types of forces acting among particles: strong,

weak and electromagnetic. Gravity is not yet part of the framework. Forces are

communicated between particles by the exchange of special “force-carrying particles”

called bosons, which carry discrete amounts of energy from one particle to another.

Each force has its own characteristic bosons: the gluon (strong force), the photon

(electromagnetic force), the W and Z bosons (weak force) [3].

Particles have a wide range of masses. Photons and gluons are completely massless,

while the W and Z particles each weigh as much as 80 to 90 protons or as much as

a reasonably sized nucleus. The most massive fundamental particle found so far, the

top quark, is twice as heavy as the W and Z particles, and weights about as much

as a nucleus of gold. Why there is such a range of masses is one of the remaining

questions of particle physics. Indeed, how particles get a mass at all is not yet properly

understood [3].

In the Standard Model, particles gain a mass through the Higgs mechanism (named

after theorist Peter Higgs). According to this theory, both matter particles and force

carriers interact with a new particle, the Higgs boson. It is the strength of this interac-

tion that gives rise to what we call mass: the stronger the interaction, the greater the

mass. Experiments have yet to show whether this theory is correct. The search for

the Higgs boson has already begun at the Large Electron Positron Collider (LEP) at

CERN, and this work will continue with CERN’s next machine, the LHC. In the LHC,

very high-energy protons will collide against protons, and heavy ions such as the nu-

clei of lead will be smashed against heavy ions. The LHC experiment was used to find

proof of the existence of Higgs boson (Figure 1.2).

The LHC is a particle accelerator, which will collide beams of protons at energy of

14 TeV. In the accelerator, the beam travels inside a chamber, which is a metal pipe,

where air is permanently pumped out to make sure that the residual pressure is as

low as possible. Inside the pipe, particles are accelerated by electric fields. Power-

ful amplifiers provide intense radio waves that are fed into resonating structures, the

Radio-Frequency (RF) cavities. Each time the particles traverse an RF cavity, some of

the energy of the radio wave is transferred to them and the particles are accelerated. To
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Figure 1.2: CERN accelerator complex [3]

make a more effective use of the limited number of RF cavities, the particle beam can

be forced to go through them many times, by curving its trajectory into a closed loop

[3].

Curving the beam’s path is usually achieved by the magnetic field of dipole magnets.

This is because the magnetic force exerted on charged particles is always perpendicular

to their velocity. The higher the energy of a particle, the stronger is the field that is

needed to bend it. In addition to just curving the beam, it is also necessary to focus

it. Focusing the beam allows its width and height to be constrained so that it stays

inside the vacuum chamber. This is achieved by quadrupole magnets, which act on the

beam of charged particles. The maximum magnetic field is limited to some 2 Tesla

for conventional magnets and some 10 Tesla for superconducting ones. This explains

why the machines used in this kind of research are so long. The more powerful a

machine is, the larger it needs to be. The whole accelerator system requires also several

more objects such as: other magnets to perform “fine tuning” of the trajectory or the

focusing, injection/ejection elements to put the beam into the accelerator or to take

it out, measurement devices to give the operators information on the behavior of the

beam, and of course, the safety elements [3].
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The basic layout of the LHC follows the LEP tunnel geometry and is depicted in Figure

1.3a. The LHC has eight arcs and straight sections. Each straight section is approx-

imately 528 m long and can serve as an experimental or utility insertion. The two

high-luminosity experimental insertions are located at diametrically opposite straight

sections: A Toroidal Lhc ApparatuS (ATLAS) experiment is located at octant 1 and

Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment at octant 5. Two more experimental inser-

tions are located at octant 2 and octant 8, which also contain the injection systems for

Beam 1 and Beam 2, respectively. The injection kick occurs in the vertical plane with

the two beams arriving at the LHC from below the LHC reference plane. The beams

only cross from one magnet bore to the other at these four locations. The remaining

four straight sections do not have beam crossings. Insertions 3 and 7 each contain two

collimation systems. Insertion 4 contains two RF systems: one independent system for

each LHC beam. The straight section at octant 6 contains the beam dump insertion,

where the two beams are vertically extracted from the machine using a combination of

horizontally deflecting fast-pulsed “kicker” magnets and vertically-deflecting double

steel septum magnets. Each beam features an independent abort system [5].

Figure 1.3: a) Schematic layout of the LHC [5] b) LHC hall (http://atlas.ch/
atlas_photos/lhc/lhc.html) c) CMS tracer (http://cds.cern.ch/record/
1551238)

Five experiments have been approved for the LHC accelerator: ATLAS, CMS, ALICE,

http://atlas.ch/atlas_photos/lhc/lhc.html
http://atlas.ch/atlas_photos/lhc/lhc.html
http://cds.cern.ch/record/1551238
http://cds.cern.ch/record/1551238
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LHCb and TOTEM. These experiments, TOTEM (TOTal cross-section and Elastic

scattering Measurement experiment) excluded, are actually massive detectors used to

track the particles formed after collision. ATLAS and CMS are general-purpose detec-

tors at the LHC. They are used to record proton-proton collisions. ALICE (A Large Ion

Collider Experiment) will also study proton-proton collisions, but it is mainly looking

for the formation of a new phase of matter, the quark-gluon plasma, which is expected

to happen with strongly interacting matter at extreme energy densities. The LHCb (b

mesons experiment in LHC) experiment is a specialized detector only for studying b

mesons. TOTEM experiment is positioned to the same place with CMS. Its purpose is

actually to study the quality of the beam. TOTEM will measure the total proton-proton

cross-section and study elastic scattering and diffractive dissociation at the LHC [3].

The CMS actually consists of many different pieces of equipment and detector types,

each one able to recognize and measure a special set of particle properties such as

charge, mass and energy.

Figure 1.4: CMS experiment and particle interactions in detectors [3]

Figure 1.4 shows that the CMS detector is divided into the silicon tracker, electro-

magnetic and hadron calorimeters, and muon chambers. The reason why detectors are

divided into so many components is that each component tests for the special set of

particle properties. These components are stacked so that all particles will go through

the different layers sequentially. The tracking chambers make the path of the particle

visible. It is not possible to see the particle itself, but the track of the particle can give
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a lot of useful information. A particle will not be evident until it either interacts with

the detector in a measurable fashion, or decays into detectable particles.

Charged particles, such as electrons (e−), positrons (e+), protons (p) and charged mesons

(pions π±) are detected both in the tracking chamber and the electromagnetic calorime-

ter, protons and pions also in the hadron calorimeter. Neutral particles, such as neutrons

(n) and photons, are not detectable in the tracking chamber; they are only evident when

they interact with the detector. Photons are detected by the electromagnetic calorime-

ter, while neutrons are evidenced by the energy they deposit in the hadron calorimeter.

If a particle is only detected in the electromagnetic calorimeter, then it is fairly cer-

tainly a photon. Muons and neutrinos are often the only particles capable of escaping

the calorimeter. Muons can hardly be stopped, but they leave a track and can be identi-

fied. Muon chambers are located outside the calorimeter, and only muons can emerge

and leave a track there. Neutrinos are not shown in Figure 1.4 because they rarely

interact with matter, and can only be detected by missing matter and energy [3].

The objective of the silicon detectors is to make the particle track visible for other

detector components. Silicon detectors can be used either in the pixel or the strip

tracker. The sensors the closest to the collision point are the pixel trackers. These

devices consist of thin layers of silicon subdivided into tiny rectangular regions, pixels.

Each time a charged particle traverses such a layer, a signal is produced that identifies

which pixel has been traversed, and thereby gives a precise measure of the particle

position. Indeed, this position is precise enough to determine whether the particle

originated at the proton-proton collision point, or a few millimeters from it as a decay

product of another particle. To provide additional position measurements somewhat

further from the collision point, in the silicon strip tracker, layers of silicon subdivided

into narrow strips are used to provide accurate information of the particle position.

When a charged particle passes through the strip detector, signals identify which strip

has been traversed. These strips provide precise 3-dimensional position measurement

of particle trajectories. Strip detectors are used because the pixel detectors are too

expensive for large areas [1].
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1.2 CERN RD50 collaboration

The CERN Research & Development RD50 collaboration “Development of Radiation

Hard Semiconductor Devices for Very High Luminosity Colliders” is organization,

which includes 47 institutes with 261 members around the world. This organization

supports the researches in the development of radiation hard semiconductor detectors

for very high luminosity colliders, particularly to face the requirements of a possible

upgrade scenario of the LHC to a luminosity of 1035 cm−2/s, corresponding to expected

total fluence of fast hadrons above 1016 cm−2 at a bunch-crossing interval of 25 ns [6],

[7]. The work of included institutes of RD50 consists of four main directions: De-

fect/Material Characterization, Defect Engineering & Pad Detector Characterization,

New Structures and Full Detector Systems.

The main two problems in outer layers of a Super-LHC detector at the fluence up to

1015 cm−2 are the change of the depletion voltage and the large area to be covered by

the detector. Due to trapping at the fluence of 1016 cm−2 in the innermost layer of a

Super-LHC detector the active thickness of any silicon material is significantly reduced

[1].

The current silicon detectors do not have the necessary radiation tolerance. Two

approaches are used for improve radiation tolerance: developing a more radiation-

tolerant detector material such as high-resistivity Czochralski (Cz) silicon both n- and

p-type (material engineering) and investigating new device structures such as 3D and

edgeless detectors (device engineering). Material and device engineering are included

in the direction of RD50 work.
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2 RADIATION SILICON DETECTOR PROPERTIES

The radiation silicon detectors are based on a pn diode junction working under reverse

bias. This structure makes visible a particle track. In this chapter the basic operation

of radiation silicon detector is described.

2.1 PN junction

The forming of a silicon pn junction starts from considering the two pieces of silicon

separately (Figure 2.1a). One piece of silicon is doped with acceptors (for Si atoms

from IV-group of The Periodic Table it is III-group atoms (B, In, Ga, Al)) other piece is

doped with donors (for Si atoms it is V-group (P, As, Sb)). Then, these extrinsic semi-

conductors of opposite doping type are brought together and a pn junction is formed.

The structure is originally electrically neutral. The number of electrons is equal to the

number of donor ions and the number of holes is equal to the number of acceptor ions.

When the contact is created, the electrons from the donor ions diffuse into the p region

and the holes from the acceptor atoms diffuse into the n region. Recombination of

electron-hole pairs occurs at the junction. After recombination the electron and hole

disappear. This leads to losing of mobile chargers near the junction. Since this region

is depleted from mobile charges and called the depletion region (Figure 2.1b).

On the Figure 2.1 the negative acceptor ions are represented by minus signs and the

positive donor ions by plus signs. The free electrons are represented by small filled

circles and the holes by small unfilled circles. Fermi level EF in the n-type region is

shifted towards the conduction band EC and in the p-type region towards the valence

band EV . When the regions are brought into contact, diffusion of electrons and holes

results a static negative and positive electric charge in the p and n regions respectively.

The conduction band energy and valence band energy are continuous, and in thermal

equilibrium the Fermi level is the same throughout the whole pn junction.

Thermal equilibrium conditions of the junction have no applied voltage or current flow,

a charge distribution is formed over the depletion region because of the uncovered fixed
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a) b)

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a pn junction in thermal equilibrium a) with
its parts separated and b) with its parts brought together

donor and acceptor ions. Other name of the depletion region is the space charge re-

gion. The doping of the two sides of the junction defines the thickness of the depletion

region. If both sides are heavily doped, then only a very thin depletion region needs

to be uncovered to produce the necessary charges. If both sides are lightly doped, a

significant depletion region needs to be uncovered to support the built-in potential. If

one side of the junction is more lightly doped than the other one, the depletion region

will extend further into the lightly doped side [1].

2.2 Thermal equilibrium

A space charge density ρ is a result of the electrically unneutralized ions in the neigh-

borhood of the junction (Figure 2.2a). The charge density is expressed by acceptor and

donor concentrations. In thermal equilibrium, the total negative charge per unit area in

the p-side must be equal to the total positive charge per unit area in the n-side:

NAxp = NDxn (2.1)

where NA and ND are the acceptor and donor impurity densities and xp and xn are the

depletion region length on the p-side and n-side of the junction.
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Figure 2.2: pn junction in thermal equilibrium: a) Space-charge distribution; b) Elec-
tric field distribution; c) Potential variation [8]

Electric field appears across the depletion region due to positive n-side and negative

p-side of the depletion region. (Figure 2.2b). The electric field E is determined by the

charge distribution through Poisson’s equation:

−
∂V
∂x2 =

∂E
∂x

=
ρ

εSiε0
(2.2)

where V is the potential, E is the electric field, x is the x-direction, ρ is the charge

density, εSi is the dielectric constant of silicon (11.7 · ε0) and ε0 is the permittivity of

vacuum (8.85 · 10−14 F/cm).

A voltage or a potential difference is developed across the depletion region by the

electric field. This development occurs without any external voltage connected to the

structure (Figure 2.2c). This voltage across the depletion region is known as the built-in

potential Vbi. It can be calculated from:

Vbi =
kT
q

ln
(

NAND

n2
i

)
(2.3)
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where NA and ND are the acceptor and donor impurity densities, ni the intrinsic carrier

density (for silicon ni = 1.45 · 1010 cm−3 at 300 K), k is the Boltzmann constant (1.38 ·

10−23 J/K), T is the temperature (together, kT is the thermal energy [eV]) and q is the

charge (1.60 · 10−19 C).

The length in the x-direction of the depletion region can be calculated using Poisson’s

equation together with the value of the built-in potential. The built-in potential makes

the pn junction reverse biased, which means that the depletion region exists. The total

depletion region width is calculated from:

xd = xp + xn =

√
2εSiε0

q

(
NA + ND

NAND

)
Vbi (2.4)

and the depletion region widths on the p- and n-sides are calculated from the total

depletion region width:

xp =
ND

NA + ND
xd (2.5)

xn =
NA

NA + ND
xd (2.6)

2.3 Full depletion

A maximum detector signal and detector resolution can be achieved by the full deple-

tion of the detector. Only the fully depleted part of the detector is active. In the particle

detector applications, an external reverse bias is added to built-in potential. This leads

to the depletion region extension. Now, the total depletion region width is:

xd =

√
2εSiε0

q

(
NA + ND

NAND

)
(Vbi − V) (2.7)

where V is the external voltage applied. Equation (2.7) is for a two-sided junction; for

a one-sided junction, the equation is reduced to:

xd =

√
2εSiε0

qNB
(Vbi − V) (2.8)
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where NB = ND or NA depending on whether NA >> ND or vice versa.

Achieving the full depletion for the non-irradiated detectors fabricated on high-resistivity

silicon is easier than for irradiated detectors. This is because the full depletion bias

voltage changes with the irradiation fluence due to a change in the effective doping

concentration Neff. For a planar detector, the depletion voltage Vfd needed to fully de-

plete the detector varies with the doping concentration and the substrate thickness by

[8]:

Vfd =
|Neff| d2q

2εSiε0
− Vbi (2.9)

The built-in voltage Vbi is often neglected since in most cases the depletion voltage is

more than one order of magnitude higher. In Equation (2.9), d is the diode thickness.

2.4 Effective doping concentration Neff

As shown above in Equation (2.9), the depletion voltage is proportional to the absolute

value of the effective doping concentration Neff. An increase in the doping concen-

tration leads to higher negative voltage values needed to deplete the diode. At the

radiation detector applications, to ensure that the whole volume of the detector is ac-

tive and fully depleted, the silicon is originally lightly doped (high resistivity). The

detector material should have a high resistivity to make easier the depletion of deep

volume with a reasonable voltage, and also because a shallow pn junction has a higher

breakdown voltage.

However, the irradiation causes an increase in the effective doping concentration. The

change in the effective doping concentration is caused by the defects generated by

radiation in the substrate. The depletion voltage as a function of absorbed fluence of

silicon detectors is shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Change in the depletion voltage with respect to the absolute effective
doping concentration measured right after the irradiation [9]

Type inversion. The defects in the bulk can migrate and combine among themselves

causing changes in effective doping concentration Neff under the irradiation. The effect

of negative fraction of Neff that increases with the fluence is related to two factors [10]:

– the shallow donor removal;

– the increase in deep acceptor generation.

In the first period, where Neff is reduced, is called annealing. For the starting n-type

material at lower fluences, the Neff is reduced by a donor removal. Also acceptor-like

states are generated leading finally to the inversion of the sign of the space charge

from positive to negative. This leads to the inversion of the type of the material. In

irradiation, by increasing the particle fluence, the initially positive substrate doping

concentration decreases up to the type inversion of the semiconductor bulk and be-

comes negative. The negative Neff means that the high-resistivity n-type bulk material

inverts to p-type. For standard planar detectors with p-type electrodes on the n-type

substrate, after high irradiation, the region with a high electric field moves towards the

backside of the detector, to the Ohmic n+ contact, and the device, which was originally

p+ – n – n+ will turn to a p+ – p – n+ structure. After the type inversion, a further

increase of Neff is called reverse annealing, and it can cause a very high bias needed to

fully deplete highly irradiated silicon detectors [1]. For the p-type material it is vice
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versa.

Double-peak electric field distribution. Defects generated by radiation in the sub-

strate cause the variation of Neff, which leads to two effects in silicon detectors:

– an increase in the full depletion voltage Vfd;

– the space charge sign inversion (SCSI).

Due to the space charge sign inversion, heavily irradiated detectors stay on both sides

sensitive to the short-range particles a double-peak (DP) effect in the electric field

distribution [11], which is also called a double-junction effect.

2.5 Radiation

The fluence dependence of the effective doping concentration assuming as absence of

acceptor removal and donor creation is expressed as:

Neff

(
Φeq

)
= ND,0e−cΦeq − bΦeq (2.10)

where ND,0 is the donor concentration before irradiation, Φeq is the radiation fluence, c

the donor removal coefficient and b the acceptor introduction rate.

The irradiation-induced change in the effective doping concentration ∆Neff can be di-

vided into three components, namely NA, NC and NY [12]. NA is a short-term annealing

component, whereas NC does not depend on annealing and is therefore called the stable

damage part, which consists of an incomplete donor removal; finally, NY is the reverse

annealing component, as its behavior is opposite to the beneficial annealing.

After irradiation, for type-inverted detectors, the depletion voltage decreases (benefi-

cial annealing), while for not-type-inverted detectors, the depletion voltage increases.

In both cases, the Neff is increasing, because for type-inverted detectors, Neff is positive

and becoming more positive. Usually, this behavior is attributed to the annealing of ac-

ceptors [12]. Because only the longest decay time constant is relevant to the operation

of silicon detectors in high-energy physics experiments, the fluence dependence of NA
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can be represented by:

NA = gaΦeq (2.11)

The average introduction rate ga is given by ga = (1.81 ± 0.14) × 10−2 cm−1 [12]. The

introduction rate for different types of silicon materials has been defined by measure-

ments in [13]. There introduction rate for Cz and Float Zone (FZ) silicon in neutron

radiation is defined as 0.017 and 0.022, respectively. Also for proton radiation, the

introduction rate for Cz is defined as 0.0045.

With radiation detectors, it is the radiation itself that is desired to be detected; its

drawback is however that it may also cause damage to the detectors. Electrically active

defects are responsible for changes in the main macroscopic properties of the particle

detector.

The radiation-induced damage can be classified in two categories of bulk and surface

defects. The most fundamental type of bulk radiation damage is a defect, produced

by the displacement of an atom of the semiconductor material from its normal lattice.

Defects are formed in the silicon lattice owing to the radiation damage, and several

macroscopic effects occur including increase in the leakage current and the depletion

voltage. The defects affect the detector properties such as carrier densities, mobility,

generation lifetime, recombination lifetime and trapping probability. All defects will

decrease the mobility. The generation and recombination lifetime will most strongly

be reduced by the defects with energy levels close to the band gap center. For trapping,

the capture and delayed release of charge carriers by the defects with medium-depth

energy levels are dominant [14].

The radiation-generated defect complexes have complicated electrical properties: they

act both as recombination-generation centers and as trapping centers, and they can also

change the charge density in the space-charge region. The defect as a recombination-

generation center is able to capture and emit electrons and holes, which leads to an

increase in the reverse-bias current. In trapping centers, electrons and holes are cap-

tured and re-emitted with some time delay. This may lead to the reduction of the signal.

When defects change the charge density, the increased bias voltage is needed to make

the detector fully sensitive (fully depleted).
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The vacancy left behind, together with the original atom at an interstitial position,

constitutes a trapping site for normal charge carriers. The traps, which can be deep

impurities, can capture a hole or an electron and keep it immobilized for a relatively

long period of time. Two dominant trapping centers are the vacancy-oxygen (VO) and

di-vacancy (V2) defects [15]. Although the trapping center ultimately may release the

carrier back to the band from which it came, the time delay is often sufficiently long

to prevent that carrier from contributing to the measured pulse. After an irradiation up

to 1016 cm−2 fast hadrons, the trapping drastically reduces the effective drift length of

charge carriers and, therefore, the produced signal does no longer depend linearly on

the detector thickness or the electrode distance.

The radiation effects in silicon detectors are: first, the change in the effective dop-

ing concentration of the space charge region (Neff) alters the operating voltage needed

for full depletion; second, the fluence-proportional increase in the leakage current is

caused by the creation of generation-recombination centers, and third, the deterioration

of charge collection efficiency is due to the charge carrier trapping and incomplete de-

pletion leading to a reduction of the effective drift length for both electrons and holes.

These effects also influence the electronic noise (signal-to-noise ratio S/N), they in-

crease the power dissipation and deteriorate the spatial resolution [6]. As a conclusion,

the main effects of radiation damage on macroscopic silicon properties are [16]:

1. An increase in the leakage current Ileak; can be reduced by cooling.

2. An increase in the effective doping concentration Neff in depleted silicon; may

lead to the type-inversion.

3. An increase in Neff increases the bias voltage needed to achieve a given active

thickness.

4. A decrease in the charge drift lifetime τ, which reduces the charge collection

efficiency (CCE) from the depleted region.

The effects caused by Neff can be moderated by using silicon growth techniques other

than the commonly known FZ and Cz silicon methods such as oxygen-rich silicon sub-

strates like Diffusion Oxygenated Float Zone (DOFZ) or magnetic Czochralski (MCz)

method. The resistance to radiation can be improved with a high oxygen concentra-
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tion in the silicon. In the FZ wafers, the originally low oxygen concentration can be

moderated higher with the crystal growth or thermal diffusion from SiO2 layers on

polished wafers. With MCz method, the concentration and distribution of the oxygen

can be better controlled than in the standard Cz method. Also the device engineering,

together with material engineering, can lead to a better radiation hardness. The reduc-

tion of depletion voltage will increase the ability of silicon detectors to operate in the

presence of a severe bulk radiation damage expected at high-intensity colliders [1].

2.6 Operation of a silicon radiation detector

Detecting particles is possible only when they interact with matter. In the case of sil-

icon detectors, this happens when a charged particle travels through the silicon and

generates electron-hole pairs, which are then separated by the electric field and drawn

to opposite electrodes. The result of the radiation interaction in the semiconductor

detectors is the appearance of a given amount of electric charge within the detector

active volume. This charge must be collected to form a basic electrical signal. When a

charged particle hits a semiconductor, an electron-hole pairs are created in the semicon-

ductor. The collection of charge is accomplished through the imposition of an electric

field within the detector, which causes the positive and negative charges (holes and

electrons) created by the radiation to flow in opposite directions (Figure 2.4). These

are collected at the electrodes, which gives a measurable signal. From here onwards,

the term refers to the sensor itself.

On the Figure 2.4 n+ electrode at the top collects the negative charges (electrons, which

are indicated by small filled circles) and p+ electrode at the bottom of the structure

collects the positive charges (holes, which are indicated by small filled circles).

The single-pad detector is a simple planar pn junction structure. The junction consists

of a highly doped shallow n+ region on a very low-doped p substrate and a backside

of a highly doped shallow p+ layer. The n+ pad is directly connected to its metallic

contact, aluminum on top of the pad, and to the readout electronics.
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Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of the operation of an p-type planar (2D) pad silicon
detector

The pad detector is not very suitable for tracking the precise particle position. For

that purpose microstrip detectors were developed. In microstrip detector geometry, the

planar n+ implantation of a pad detector is subdivided into a number of independent

narrow parallel strips. The strips widths are typically of the order of a few tens of

micrometers. The pitch is defined as the distance between the center of two adjacent

strips, which typically varies from a couple of tens micrometers to less than one hun-

dred micrometers. For position sensing, each of these strips is connected to the signal

readout electronics. However, the position sensitivity is only in one dimension in this

kind of structure. For a second dimension, the p-strips perpendicular to the n-strips are

added on the detector backside, thereby forming the double-sided microstrip detec-

tor structure. This is very effective on position resolution, because both electrons and

holes are included in the signal; yet a drawback is very difficult processing. The fabri-

cation of a large-area double-sided wafer is extremely challenging. That is the reason

why planar silicon detectors are usually designed such that only one side is patterned.

Usually, the detector has a sensitive area and a cut edges feature one or more guard

rings. In the case of traditional planar silicon detectors, the depleted (operational) re-

gion when reverse biased, must be kept away from the physical edge since the dangling

bounds there and on the chips and cracks can short the electrodes [17]. Allowing extra
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dead space between the active electrode and the physical edge solves this problem but

a portion of the detector volume is lost to be dedicated generally to protective struc-

tures, which control the stability of the working performance. Also the area at the

detector edges must be allocated for guard ring electrodes that control the voltage drop

and sinks the surface leakage current generated at the edge of the device. The methods

of reducing the leakage current are an important consideration in the design of semi-

conductor detectors, because otherwise the leakage current obscures the small signal

current and is a significant source of noise in many situations. The thermal genera-

tion of electrons and holes in the bulk gives rise to the leakage current. The leakage

current decreases exponentially with inverse temperature and increases proportional to

the number of active defects in the bulk. Some configurations use guard rings to help

suppress surface leakage current. Guard rings minimize the surface leakage current by

confining the electric field on the surface. The corner of RD50 strips AC detector with

the protective guard ring structures surrounding the detector active area is shown in

Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Top view of a corner of RD50 strips AC detector with multi-guard ring
structure [18]

A drawback of a standard planar silicon detector is the typical dead border surround-

ing the sensor’s active area. This insensitive area is required because of the need for

guard rings required to control the surface leakage current by keeping the electric field

uniform and intercepting the current before the first signal electrode [17]. This dead

area leaves behind important information. The dead space reduces the efficiency and

the tracking accuracy of a detector. This is because the charge signal gets lower when
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the track is moved from the sensitive area towards the cut edge, becoming practically

zero at the first guard ring.

For a semiconductor diode detector, the collection time of charges is in the range of

a few nanoseconds [19]. These times reflect both the mobility of the charge carriers

within the detector active volume and the average distance that must be traveled before

arrival at the collection electrodes. When the bias voltage exceeds the full depletion

voltage, the thicker sensor collects a larger signal, but the advantage of the additional

active thickness is limited by charge trapping.

Advantages of silicon detectors can be described by comparing them with the most

widely used radiation detectors that are based on ionization in gas [14]. The most

common advantages are a compact size, relatively fast timing characteristics (due to

the mobility of electrons and holes) and an effective thickness that can be varied to

match the requirements of a certain application. The small band gap of the silicon (1.12

eV) leads to a large number of charges per energy loss unit to be detected, meaning

excellent energy resolution. Furthermore, in silicon the average energy for creating an

electron-hole pair is 3.6 eV, which is an order of magnitude smaller than the ionization

energy of gases (approximately 30 eV). The high density of silicon compared with

gas counters leads to a high efficiency and makes it possible to build thin detectors.

One of the main advantages with semiconductor detectors compared with other types

of detectors is the possibility of creating fixed space charges by doping. This allows

creating different field configurations and detector structures with new properties. Also

the integration of the detector and electronics into a single device is possible limitation

to small size, sensitivity to radiation and expensive manufacturing [1].
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3 PHYSICALLY-BASED COMPUTER SIMULATION

Physically-based Virtual Wafer Fab (VWF) interactive tools are used for computer

simulations in this Thesis. These tools include process and device simulators.

Physically-based simulation provides three advantages [20], [21]:

– it is predictive;

– it provides insight;

– it conveniently captures and visualizes theoretical knowledge.

Physically-based simulation and empirical modeling are different. The aim of empiri-

cal modeling is to obtain analytic formula that approximate existing data with accuracy

and minimum complexity. Approximation and interpolation are provided by empiri-

cal models, but these models do not provide insight, predictive capabilities, or capture

theoretical knowledge. Physically-based simulation is an alternative to experiments as

a source of data.

Physically-based simulation is very important for two reasons [20], [21]:

– they are much quicker and cheaper than performing experiments;

– they provide information that is difficult or impossible to measure.

Physically-based simulation has two disadvantages [20], [21]:

– all the relevant physics should be incorporated into a simulator;

– numerical procedures should be implemented to solve the associated equations.

3.1 Silvaco TCAD software

Silvaco TCAD software is used for creation, fabrication and simulation of semicon-

ductor devices and their electrical performances. The software consists from different

programs, which all have own purpose. The whole simulation chain is represented on

the Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: The whole simulation chain in Silvaco TCAD [21]

Atlas is the device simulation program, which is needed in every case for simulation

of the electrical characteristics of the semiconductor devices. Also this program can

be used to describe semiconductor devices by inserting the doping profiles.

The input files of Atlas are command file from DeckBuild, which performs the simu-

lation run and structure file from either DevEdit or Athena or from both. In this file,

the studied device structure is defined.

Atlas produces tree types of output files [21]:

– run-time output provided at the bottom of the DeckBuild Window (it also can

be stored to a file). Errors occurred during execution will be displayed in this

window;

– log files that store the terminal characteristics calculated by Atlas;

– solution files or structure files, which store 2D and 3D data relating to the values

of solution variables within the device at a given bias point.

DeckBuild is the environment which integrates different simulation programs. In

DeckBuild, the code for simulation is run, there it is possible to move freely from one

simulation program to other, for example from Athena to DevEdit and finally to Atlas.

With the Athena program, the semiconductor manufacturing process can be simulated

and the semiconductor device can be created. The semiconductor device can also be
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described by the DevEdit program, but mostly it is used to edit the mesh or grid of the

device to optimize it for the simulation run. It provides an interactive run-time envi-

ronment. DeckBuild can be used to create or edit input codes, or just load the ready

input codes for the simulation run. Instead of using DeckBuild, the input code can be

built in any text editor program and saved as an input file type. After that, these files

can be loaded in DeckBuild and run.

a) b)

Figure 3.2: a) DeckBuild base window b) TonyPlot window

The DeckBuild base window consists of two subwindows: an upper one for building,

editing and showing the input codes and a lower one for running the simulation (Figure

3.2a). This window shows the simulation steps and possible error messages.

After the simulation run, the TonyPlot is used to visualize the semiconductor device

and its electrical characteristics (see Figure 3.2b).

In this Thesis Athena is used to determine the impact of process parameters on the

device characteristics in Atlas.

3.2 Basis for simulations in Atlas

Atlas is a physically based device simulator, which predicts the electrical characteris-

tics that are associated with specified physical structures and bias conditions. This is
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achieved by applying a grid, which consists of number of grid points called nodes. By

applying a set of differential equations, derived from Maxwell’s laws, onto this grid

the electrical behavior of the device can be simulated.

In Atlas, the problem to be simulated is specified by defining the physical structure, the

physical models and the bias conditions for which electrical characteristics are to be

simulated. The order in which statements occur in Atlas input file is important. There

are five groups of statements (Table 3.1) that must occur in correct order.

Table 3.1: The Atlas commands [21]
Group Statements
Structure specification MESH

REGION
ELECTRODE
DOPING

Material models specification MATERIAL
INTERFACE
MODEL
CONTACT

Numerical method selection METHOD
Solution specification LOG

SOLVE
SAVE
LOAD

Result analysis EXTRACT
TONYPLOT

S-Pisces is a two-dimensional device modeling program that simulates the electrical

characteristics of silicon-based semiconductor devices. It calculates the initial distribu-

tions of physical parameters and predicts the electrical behavior of devices under either

steady-state, transient, or small signal AC conditions. This is performed by solving

Poisson’s equation and the electron and hole carrier continuity equations in two di-

mensions. S-Pisces solves basic semiconductor equations on non-uniform triangular

grids. Doping profiles and the structure of the device may be obtained from analyti-

cal functions, experimentally measured data, or from process modeling programs, for

example Athena.

Poisson’s Equation relates the electrostatic potential to the space charge density (see

Equation (2.2).
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The electric field is obtained from the gradient of the potential:

~E = −∇V (3.1)

The continuity equations for electrons and holes are defined by equations:

∂n
∂t

=
1
q

div~Jn + Gn − Rn (3.2)

∂p
∂t

= −
1
q

div~Jp + Gp − Rp (3.3)

where n and p are the electron and hole concentration, ~Jn and ~Jp are the electron and

hole current densities, Gn and Gp are the generation rates for electrons and holes, Rn

and Rp are the recombination rates for electrons and holes, and q is electric charge of

an electron.

The basic framework for device simulation is provided by Equations (2.2), (3.2), and

(3.3). But, in the order to specify particular physical models for: ~Jn, ~Jp, Gn, Rn, Gp and

Rp the secondary equations are needed.

The current density equations, or Charge Transport Model, are usually obtained by

applying approximations and simplifications to the Boltzmann Transport Equation.

These assumptions can result in a number of different transport models such as the

Drift-Diffusion Model, the Energy Balance Transport Model or the Hydrodynamic

Model. The choice of the charge transport model will then have a major influence on

the choice of generation and recombination models. Models are given in the MODEL

statement of the input file. For more information about models, which are used in Atlas

see [21].

The simplest useful model of charge transport that is Drift-Diffusion Model. This

model does not introduce any independent variables in additional to V , n and p. The

Drift-Diffusion Model is adequate for nearly all devices that were technologically fea-

sible. The drift-diffusion approximation, however, becomes less accurate for smaller

feature size. More advanced Energy Balance and Hydrodynamic Models are therefore
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becoming popular for simulating deep submicron devices.

Derivations based upon the Boltzmann Transport Theory have shown that the current

densities in the continuity equations may be approximated by a Drift-Diffusion Model

[22]. In this case, the current densities are expressed as:

~Jn = qnµn ~En + qDn∇n (3.4)

~Jp = qpµp ~Ep + qDp∇p (3.5)

where µn and µp are the electron and hole mobilities. It should be noted that this deriva-

tion of the Drift-Diffusion model has assumed that the Einstein relationship holds. In

the case of Boltzmann statistics this corresponds to:

Dn =
kTL

q
µn (3.6)

Dp =
kTL

q
µp (3.7)

where TL is the lattice temperature, and k is Boltzmann’s constant.

Several different numerical methods are used for simulations. Numerical methods

are given in the METHOD statements of the input file. For more information about

methods, which are used in Atlas see [21].

Different combinations of models require from Atlas to solve up to six equations. For

each of the model types, there are generally three types of solution techniques: de-

coupled (GUMMEL), full coupled (NEWTON) and BLOCK. The GUMMEL method

solves for each unknown variable in turn, keeping the other variables constant. The

process continues so long as a stable solution will not be achieved. The NEWTON

method solves the whole system of unknowns together. The BLOCK method solves

some equations fully coupled while others are decoupled.

Basically, the GUMMEL method is useful where the system of equations is weakly
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coupled but has only linear convergence. The NEWTON method is useful when the

system of equations is strongly coupled and has quadratic convergence. The NEWTON

method may, however, spend extra time solving for quantities, which are essentially

constant or weakly coupled. The NEWTON method also requires a more accurate

initial guess to the problem to obtain convergence. The BLOCK method can be used

for faster simulation times. The GUMMEL method provides better initial guesses to

the problems. It can be useful to start a solution with a few GUMMEL iterations to

generate a better guess, and then to switch to NEWTON to complete the solution.

Obtaining solutions is in many aspects similarly to setting up test equipment for a real

experiment. It is necessary to define the voltage on each of the electrodes in the device.

Atlas then calculates the current through each electrode and internal quantities, such

as carrier concentrations and electric fields throughout the device. This information is

difficult or impossible to measure in real experiments. In all simulations, the device

starts with zero potential on electrodes. Solutions are obtained by stepping the biases

on electrodes from this initial condition to desired values.
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4 SIMULATION OF THE P-TYPE DETECTORS

The different variations of the p-type silicon detector configurations are proposed by

RD50 Project (see Figure 4.1). These configurations are considered in order to alter

the electric field distribution near of n+ electrode. The changing in the distribution of

electric field is because of changing in collection dynamics and does not exceed the

breakdown value, which would cause a premature rupture of the device [23].

a) b)

Figure 4.1: Schematic view of the structures studied in this work: a) conventional
p-type stripped detector b) “p layer” variation, including a p-type diffusion below the
n+ electrode [18], [23]

On the schematic figure 4.1a the conventional p-type stripped detector is represented.

This conventional detector construct consists in a series of n+ strips on a p-type sub-

strate p− (π). P-type substrate is highly resistive. The lowly doped p− (π) side of the

abrupt n+/p− (π) is rapidly depleted under reverse bias voltage. Drift collection of the

generated electron-hole pairs is possible through high electric field, which is estab-

lished throughout the substrate. Existence of the positive charge in the SiO2 and the

Si/SiO2 interface is a cause of inverting of the low doped substrate surface. The p stop

layers are used for avoiding the short-circuit between the strips. The p+ layer under the

backside contact is used to create good Ohmic contact.

Schematic view of the silicon detector “p layer” structure with a p-type diffusion below

the n+ electrode is depicted on the Figure 4.1b. The n+/p junction is created along the

center of the strip. A high electric field at n+/p region under reverse bias condition

is cause of a possible multiplication mechanism. In this simulation work the p-layer

width is 5 µm. With the aim of extending the multiplication region, a wider p-layer

pattern can be implemented using the n+ electrode mask [23].
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4.1 Doping profiles

In order to obtain structures of the considered silicon detector configurations the Athena

Silvaco TCAD was used. The program code for creating conventional p-type stripped

detector and “p layer” variation of p-type silicon detector are represented in the AP-

PENDIX 1: Athena.

Doping profiles of the conventional p-type stripped detector and the “p layer” varia-

tion, including a p-type diffusion below the n+ electrode are created in Athena Silvaco

TCAD process simulator and represented on Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: 2D and 1D doping profiles of the studied structures of the p-type silicon
detectors: the left side is conventional p-type stripped detector; the right side is “p
layer” variation, including a p-type diffusion below the n+ electrode

Figure 4.2 represents the net doping profile of whole studied structures in logarithmic

scale. The upper pictures represent the 2D net doping profile and lower pictures rep-

resent 1D net doping profile, boron and phosphorus concentrations. For lower pictures

the X axis is microns and Y axis is doping concentrations in logarithmic scale. 1D

profiles were obtained by a cutline along the middle of the structures, under cathode.

Zoomed doping profiles of studied structures near with pn junction are represented on

Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Zoomed 2D and 1D doping profiles of the studied structures of the p-type
silicon detectors: the left side is conventional p-type stripped detector; the right side is
“p layer” variation, including a p-type diffusion below the n+ electrode

The values and features of the zoomed doping profiles (see Figure 4.3) are the same as

on the Figure 4.2

4.2 Electrical characteristics of the detectors under voltage bias

In order to obtain electrical characteristics of the considered silicon detector configu-

rations the Atlas Silvaco TCAD was used. The program code for obtaining electrical

characteristics of conventional p-type stripped detector and “p layer” variation of p-

type silicon detector are represented in the APPENDIX 2: Atlas.

Electric field, hole and electron distributions of the conventional p-type stripped de-

tector and the “p layer” variation, including a p-type diffusion below the n+ electrode

under 50 V reverse voltage bias are represented on Figure 4.4, 4.6 and 4.8 correspond-

ingly.

Zoomed electric field, hole and electron distributions of studied structures near with

pn junction under 50 V reverse voltage bias are represented on Figure 4.5, 4.7 and 4.9

correspondingly.
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Figure 4.4: 2D and 1D field distribution under 50 V reverse voltage bias of the studied
structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector;
the right side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.5: Zoomed 2D and 1D field distribution under 50 V reverse voltage bias
of the studied structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional
stripped detector; the right side is “p layer” variation detector
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Figure 4.6: 2D and 1D hole distribution under 50 V reverse voltage bias of the studied
structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector;
the right side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.7: Zoomed 2D and 1D hole distribution under 50 V reverse voltage bias
of the studied structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional
stripped detector; the right side is “p layer” variation detector
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Figure 4.8: 2D and 1D electron distribution under 50 V reverse voltage bias of the
studied structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped
detector; the right side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.9: Zoomed 2D and 1D electron distribution under 50 V reverse voltage bias
of the studied structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional
stripped detector; the right side is “p layer” variation detector
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Figure 4.10: 2D and 1D field distribution under 100 V reverse voltage bias of the
studied structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped
detector; the right side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.11: Zoomed 2D and 1D field distribution under 100 V reverse voltage bias
of the studied structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional
stripped detector; the right side is “p layer” variation detector
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Figure 4.12: 2D and 1D hole distribution under 100 V reverse voltage bias of the
studied structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped
detector; the right side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.13: Zoomed 2D and 1D hole distribution under 100 V reverse voltage bias
of the studied structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional
stripped detector; the right side is “p layer” variation detector
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Figure 4.14: 2D and 1D electron distribution under 100 V reverse voltage bias of the
studied structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped
detector; the right side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.15: Zoomed 2D and 1D electron distribution under 100 V reverse voltage
bias of the studied structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional
stripped detector; the right side is “p layer” variation detector
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Electric field, hole and electron distributions of the conventional p-type stripped de-

tector and the “p layer” variation, including a p-type diffusion below the n+ electrode

under 100 V reverse voltage bias are represented on Figure 4.10, 4.12 and 4.14 corre-

spondingly.

Zoomed electric field, hole and electron distributions of studied structures near with

pn junction under 100 V reverse voltage bias are represented on Figure 4.11, 4.13 and

4.15 correspondingly.

Electric field, hole and electron distributions of the conventional p-type stripped de-

tector and the “p layer” variation, including a p-type diffusion below the n+ electrode

under 300 V reverse voltage bias are represented on Figure 4.16, 4.18 and 4.20 corre-

spondingly.

Zoomed electric field, hole and electron distribution of studied structures near with pn

junction under 300 V reverse voltage bias are represented on Figure 4.17, 4.19 and

4.21 correspondingly.

Electric field, hole and electron distribution of the conventional p-type stripped de-

tector and the “p layer” variation, including a p-type diffusion below the n+ electrode

under 600 V reverse voltage bias are represented on Figure 4.22, 4.24 and 4.26 corre-

spondingly.

Zoomed electric field, hole and electron distribution of studied structures near with pn

junction under 600 V reverse voltage bias are represented on Figure 4.23, 4.25 and

4.27 correspondingly.
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Figure 4.16: 2D and 1D field distribution under 300 V reverse voltage bias of the
studied structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped
detector; the right side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.17: Zoomed 2D and 1D field distribution under 300 V reverse voltage bias
of the studied structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional
stripped detector; the right side is “p layer” variation detector
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Figure 4.18: 2D and 1D hole distribution under 300 V reverse voltage bias of the
studied structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped
detector; the right side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.19: Zoomed 2D and 1D hole distribution under 300 V reverse voltage bias
of the studied structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional
stripped detector; the right side is “p layer” variation detector
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Figure 4.20: 2D and 1D electron distribution under 300 V reverse voltage bias of the
studied structures of the p-type silicon detector: the left side is conventional stripped
detector; the right side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.21: Zoomed 2D and 1D electron distribution under 300 V reverse voltage
bias of the studied structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional
stripped detector; the right side is “p layer” variation detector
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Figure 4.22: 2D and 1D field distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias of the
studied structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped
detector; the right side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.23: Zoomed 2D and 1D field distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias
of the studied structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional
stripped detector; the right side is “p layer” variation detector
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Figure 4.24: 2D and 1D hole distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias of the
studied structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped
detector; the right side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.25: Zoomed 2D and 1D hole distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias
of the studied structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional
stripped detector; the right side is “p layer” variation detector
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Figure 4.26: 2D and 1D electron distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias of the
studied structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped
detector; the right side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.27: Zoomed 2D and 1D electron distribution under 600 V reverse voltage
bias of the studied structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional
stripped detector; the right side is “p layer” variation

The upper pictures represent the 2D electric field, hole and electron concentration dis-

tributions within the studied structure of the detectors. Lower pictures represent 1D

electric field, hole and electron concentration distributions. For lower pictures the X
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axis is microns and Y axis is logarithmic scale. 1D curves were obtained by a cutline

along the middle of the structures, under cathode.

The values and features of the zoomed Figures are the same as on the original Figures.

On the Figure 4.28 comparison of electric fields of the studied detectors under different

reverse voltage biases is represented. The electric field near with pn junction with

increasing of reverse voltage bias increases too.

Figure 4.28: 1D curves of the electric field of the studied detectors under different
reverse voltage biases: top – whole picture; bottom – zoomed picture

Electric field of the “p layer” variation, including a p-type diffusion below the n+ elec-

trode detector near with pn junction is stronger than the field of conventional p-type
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stripped detector. It leads to faster separating of the generated electron-hole pairs,

reducing collection time and increasing CCE.

On the Figure 4.29 comparison of hole concentration of the studied detectors under

different reverse voltage biases is represented. Hole concentration with increasing of

applied reverse voltage bias reduces.

Figure 4.29: 1D curves of the hole concentration of the studied detectors under differ-
ent reverse voltage biases: top – whole picture; bottom – zoomed picture

On the Figure 4.30 comparison of electron concentration of the studied detectors under

different reverse voltage biases is represented. Electron concentration with increasing

of applied reverse voltage bias increases.
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Figure 4.30: 1D curves of the electron concentration of the studied detectors under
different reverse voltage biases: top – whole picture; bottom – zoomed picture

1D curves were obtained by a cutline along the middle of the structures, under cathode.
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Figure 4.31: IV characteristics of the structures studied in this work: top – whole IV
picture; bottom – zoomed IV picture

On the Figure 4.31 the dependence of the anode current from cathode voltage of the

studied structures is shown. IV characteristics of the conventional p-type stripped de-

tector and the “p layer” variation, including a p-type diffusion below the n+ electrode

are almost identical. Magnitude of the current is small. This is consequence of the fact

that the pn junction is reverse biased.
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4.3 Electrical characteristics of the detectors under irradiation

In order to obtain electrical characteristics of the considered silicon detector configu-

rations under 600 V reverse bias and different irradiation the Atlas Silvaco TCAD was

used. The program code for obtaining electrical characteristics of conventional p-type

stripped detector and “p layer” variation of p-type silicon detector are represented in

the APPENDIX 2: Atlas.

On the schematic figure 4.32a the conventional p-type stripped detector under irradi-

ation is represented. Schematic view of the silicon detector “p layer” structure with

a p-type diffusion below the n+ electrode under irradiation is depicted on the Figure

4.32b.

a) b)

Figure 4.32: Schematic view of the studied structures under irradiation: a) conven-
tional p-type stripped detector b) “p layer” variation, including a p-type diffusion below
the N+ electrode

Electric field, hole and electron distributions of the conventional p-type stripped de-

tector and the “p layer” variation, including a p-type diffusion below the n+ electrode

under 600 V reverse voltage bias and 0.2 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632

nm wavelength are represented on Figure 4.33, 4.35 and 4.37 correspondingly.

Zoomed electric field, hole and electron distributions of studied structures near with pn

junction under 600 V reverse voltage bias and 0.2 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with

632 nm wavelength are represented on Figure 4.34, 4.36 and 4.38 correspondingly.
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Figure 4.33: 2D and 1D field distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias and 0.2
W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied structures of
the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector; the right
side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.34: Zoomed 2D and 1D field distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias
and 0.2 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied struc-
tures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector; the
right side is “p layer” variation detector
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Figure 4.35: 2D and 1D hole distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias and 0.2
W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied structures of
the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector; the right
side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.36: Zoomed 2D and 1D hole distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias
and 0.2 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied struc-
tures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector; the
right side is “p layer” variation detector
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Figure 4.37: 2D and 1D electron distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias and
0.2 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied structures
of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector; the right
side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.38: Zoomed 2D and 1D electron distribution under 600 V reverse voltage
bias and 0.2 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied
structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector;
the right side is “p layer” variation detector
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Figure 4.39: 2D and 1D field distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias and 0.8
W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied structures of
the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector; the right
side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.40: Zoomed 2D and 1D field distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias
and 0.8 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied struc-
tures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector; the
right side is “p layer” variation detector
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Figure 4.41: 2D and 1D hole distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias and 0.8
W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied structures of
the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector; the right
side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.42: Zoomed 2D and 1D hole distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias
and 0.8 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied struc-
tures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector; the
right side is “p layer” variation detector
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Figure 4.43: 2D and 1D electron distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias and
0.8 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied structures
of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector; the right
side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.44: Zoomed 2D and 1D electron distribution under 600 V reverse voltage
bias and 0.8 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied
structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector;
the right side is “p layer” variation detector
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Electric field, hole and electron distributions of the conventional p-type stripped de-

tector and the “p layer” variation, including a p-type diffusion below the n+ electrode

under 600 V reverse voltage bias and 0.8 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632

nm wavelength are represented on Figure 4.39, 4.41 and 4.43 correspondingly.

Zoomed electric field, hole and electron distributions of studied structures near with pn

junction under 600 V reverse voltage bias and 0.8 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with

632 nm wavelength are represented on Figure 4.40, 4.42 and 4.44 correspondingly.

Electric field, hole and electron distributions of the conventional p-type stripped de-

tector and the “p layer” variation, including a p-type diffusion below the n+ electrode

under 600 V reverse voltage bias and 1.6 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632

nm wavelength are represented on Figure 4.45, 4.47 and 4.49 correspondingly.

Zoomed electric field, hole and electron distribution of studied structures near with pn

junction under 600 V reverse voltage bias and 0.2 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with

632 nm wavelength are represented on Figure 4.46, 4.48 and 4.50 correspondingly.

Electric field, hole and electron distribution of the conventional p-type stripped de-

tector and the “p layer” variation, including a p-type diffusion below the n+ electrode

under 600 V reverse voltage bias and 3.2 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632

nm wavelength are represented on Figure 4.51, 4.53 and 4.55 correspondingly.

Zoomed electric field, hole and electron distribution of studied structures near with pn

junction under 600 V reverse voltage bias and 3.2 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with

632 nm wavelength are represented on Figure 4.52, 4.54 and 4.56 correspondingly.
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Figure 4.45: 2D and 1D field distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias and 1.6
W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied structures of
the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector; the right
side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.46: Zoomed 2D and 1D field distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias
and 1.6 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied struc-
tures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector; the
right side is “p layer” variation detector
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Figure 4.47: 2D and 1D hole distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias and 1.6
W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied structures of
the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector; the right
side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.48: Zoomed 2D and 1D hole distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias
and 1.6 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied struc-
tures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector; the
right side is “p layer” variation detector
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Figure 4.49: 2D and 1D electron distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias and
1.6 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied structures
of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector; the right
side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.50: Zoomed 2D and 1D electron distribution under 600 V reverse voltage
bias and 1.6 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied
structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector;
the right side is “p layer” variation detector
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Figure 4.51: 2D and 1D field distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias and 3.2
W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied structures of
the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector; the right
side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.52: Zoomed 2D and 1D field distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias
and 3.2 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied struc-
tures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector; the
right side is “p layer” variation detector
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Figure 4.53: 2D and 1D hole distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias and 3.2
W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied structures of
the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector; the right
side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.54: Zoomed 2D and 1D hole distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias
and 3.2 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied struc-
tures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector; the
right side is “p layer” variation detector
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Figure 4.55: 2D and 1D electron distribution under 600 V reverse voltage bias and
3.2 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied structures
of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector; the right
side is “p layer” variation detector

Figure 4.56: Zoomed 2D and 1D electron distribution under 600 V reverse voltage
bias and 3.2 W/cm2 light intensity irradiation with 632 nm wavelength of the studied
structures of the p-type silicon detectors: the left side is conventional stripped detector;
the right side is “p layer” variation detector
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The upper pictures represent the 2D electric field, hole and electron concentration dis-

tributions within the studied structure of the detectors under irradiation. Lower pictures

represent 1D electric field, hole and electron concentration distributions under irradi-

ation. For lower pictures the X axis is microns and Y axis is logarithmic scale. 1D

curves were obtained by a cutline along the middle of the structures, under cathode.

The values and features of the zoomed Figures are the same as on the original Figures.

On the Figure 4.57 comparison of electric fields of the studied detectors under irra-

diation with different light intensities is represented. The electric field near with pn

junction with increasing of light intensity slightly drops.

Figure 4.57: 1D curves of the after-irradiated field of the studied detectors under
600 V reverse voltage biases and different irradiation: top – whole picture; bottom –
zoomed picture
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Electric field of the “p layer” variation, including a p-type diffusion below the n+

electrode detector near with pn junction is stronger than the field of conventional p-

type stripped detector under irradiation. It leads to faster separating of the generated

electron-hole pairs, reducing collection time and increasing CCE.

On the Figure 4.58 comparison of hole concentration of the studied detectors under

irradiation with different light intensities is represented. Hole concentration with in-

creasing of light intensity increases too.

Figure 4.58: 1D curves of the after-irradiated hole concentration of the studied detec-
tors under 600 V reverse voltage biases and different irradiation: top – whole picture;
bottom – zoomed picture

On the Figure 4.59 comparison of electron concentration of the studied detectors under
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irradiation with different light intensities is represented. Electron concentration with

increasing of light intensity slightly increases.

Figure 4.59: 1D curves of the after-irradiated electron concentration of the studied
detectors under 600 V reverse voltage biases and different irradiation: top – whole
picture; bottom – zoomed picture

1D curves were obtained by a cutline along the middle of the structures, under cathode.
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Figure 4.60: IV family curves of the structures studied in this work under illumination:
top – whole IV picture; bottom – zoomed IV picture

On the Figure 4.60 the dependence of the anode current from cathode voltage of the

studied structures under irradiation with different light intensities is shown. IV char-

acteristics of the conventional p-type stripped detector and the “p layer” variation,

including a p-type diffusion below the n+ electrode are almost identical. With increas-

ing light intensity the depletion voltage and magnitude of the current increase. This is

consequence of the fact that during irradiation more electric charges are generated.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

The main objective of this work is simulation and study of new p-type pixel strip

detector with enhanced multiplication effect in the n-type electrodes. For this purpose

Silvaco TCAD was used. Athena was applied to create the device structure; Atlas was

used to study electrical characteristics of the structure. Comparison with conventional

p-type stripped detector was introduced to prove advantages of the new detector for

high-energy experiments such as SLHC.

Gain is the main advantage of the new detector. Considered new detector has low gain

in electric field and charge carriers. Electric field of the “p layer” variation, including a

p-type diffusion below the n+ electrode detector near with pn junction is stronger than

the field of conventional p-type stripped detector under irradiation. It leads to faster

separation of the generated electron-hole pairs, reducing collection time and increasing

CCE. There are also slight hole and electron gain near with pn junction. It can be a

cause of slight increasing of the current, which can be observed on IV characteristics.

During this work provement of the previous results was achieved and deeper researches

of the new p-type detector was done such as charges distributions and IV characteristic.
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APPENDIX 1: Athena

Program code for simulation of conventional p-type stripped detector structure

go athena

# The X mesh definition
line x loc=0.00 spac=1
line x loc=160 spac=1

# The Y mesh definition
line y loc=0.00 spac=0.1
line y loc=1 spac=0.1
line y loc=1.5 spac=0.01
line y loc=2 spac=0.1
line y loc=5 spac=1
line y loc=20 spac=5
line y loc=50 spac=10
line y loc=100 spac=20
line y loc=250 spac=20
line y loc=285 spac=1

# The doping of silicon substrate is given by
init silicon c.boron=1.0e12 orientation=100 two.d

# Nitride deposition for uniform boron implantation
deposit nitride thick=0.05 divisions=2

# Boron implantation for addition hole concentration on the top
implant boron dose=3e10 energy=120 tilt=0 rotation=0 crystal

# Annealing process for uniform distribution of the implanted boron
diffus time=120 temp=1200 nitro press=1.00

# The all nitride etch process
etch nitride all

# Nitride deposition for uniform boron implantation
deposit nitride thick=0.05 divisions=2

# Oxide deposition for p stop boron implantation
deposit oxide thick=2 divisions=2

# The oxide etch process for p stop boron implantation
etch oxide start x=36 y=-2.05
etch cont x=44 y=-2.05
etch cont x=44 y=0
etch done x=36 y=0

# The oxide etch process for p stop boron implantation
etch oxide start x=116 y=-2.05
etch cont x=124 y=-2.05
etch cont x=124 y=0
etch done x=116 y=0

# Boron implantation for p stop region
implant boron dose=1.0e16 energy=80 tilt=0 rotation=0 crystal
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# Annealing process for uniform distribution of the implanted boron
diffus time=60 temp=1100 nitro

# The all oxide etch process
etch oxide all

# The all nitride etch process
etch nitride all

# Nitride deposition for uniform phosphor implantation
deposit nitride thick=0.05 divisions=2

# Oxide deposition for n+ phosphorus implantation
deposit oxide thick=2 divisions=2

# The oxide etch process for n+ phosphorus implantation
etch oxide start x=64 y=-2.05
etch cont x=96 y=-2.05
etch cont x=96 y=0
etch done x=64 y=0

# The oxide etch process for n+ phosphorus implantation
etch oxide left p1.x=16

# The oxide etch process for n+ phosphorus implantation
etch oxide right p1.x=144

# Phosphor implantation for n+ region
implant phosphor dose=1e15 energy=100 tilt=0 rotation=0 crystal

# Annealing process for uniform distribution of the implanted phosphorus
diffus time=60 temp=1060 nitro

# The all oxide etch process
etch oxide all

# The all nitride etch process
etch nitride all

# Inverting structure for the bottom side processing
structure flip.y

# Boron implantation for p+ region on the bottom side
implant boron dose=1.0e17 energy=80 tilt=0 rotation=0 crystal

# Annealing process for uniform distribution of the implanted boron
diffus time=60 temp=1050 nitro

# Inverting structure for the top side processing
structure flip.y

# Oxide deposition for electric contact processing
deposit oxide thick=2 divisions=2

# The oxide etch process for electric contact processing
etch oxide start x=72 y=-2
etch cont x=88 y=-2
etch cont x=88 y=0
etch done x=72 y=0
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# The oxide etch process for electric contact processing
etch oxide left p1.x=8

# The oxide etch process for electric contact processing
etch oxide right p1.x=152

# Aluminum deposition for creating the electrodes
deposit aluminum thick=2 divisions=2

# The aluminum etch process for creating the electrodes
etch aluminum start x=10 y=-4
etch cont x=70 y=-4
etch cont x=70 y=-2
etch done x=10 y=-2

# The aluminum etch process for creating the electrodes
etch aluminum start x=90 y=-4
etch cont x=150 y=-4
etch cont x=150 y=-2
etch done x=90 y=-2

# Defining of the cathode
electrode name=cathode x=1 y=-1

# Defining of the cathode
electrode name=cathode x=80 y=-1

# Defining of the cathode
electrode name=cathode x=159 y=-1

# Defining of the anode
electrode name=anode backside

# Saving the created structure
struct outfile=conv det.str

# Plotting the structure
tonyplot conv det.str

# Exit from the code
quit

Program code for simulation of “p layer” variation, including a p-type diffusion below the n+

electrode

go athena

# The X mesh definition
line x loc=0.00 spac=1
line x loc=160 spac=1

# The Y mesh definition
line y loc=0.00 spac=0.1
line y loc=1 spac=0.1
line y loc=1.5 spac=0.01
line y loc=2 spac=0.1
line y loc=5 spac=1
line y loc=20 spac=5
line y loc=50 spac=10
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line y loc=100 spac=20
line y loc=250 spac=20
line y loc=285 spac=1

# The doping of silicon substrate is given by
init silicon c.boron=1.0e12 orientation=100 two.d

# Nitride deposition for uniform boron implantation
deposit nitride thick=0.05 divisions=2

# Boron implantation for addition hole concentration on the top
implant boron dose=3e10 energy=120 tilt=0 rotation=0 crystal

# Annealing process for uniform distribution of the implanted boron
diffus time=120 temp=1200 nitro press=1.00

# The all nitride etch process
etch nitride all

# Nitride deposition for uniform boron implantation
deposit nitride thick=0.05 divisions=2

# Oxide deposition for p layer boron implantation
deposit oxide thick=2 divisions=2

# The oxide etch process for p layer boron implantation
etch oxide start x=77.5 y=-2.05
etch cont x=82.5 y=-2.05
etch cont x=82.5 y=0
etch done x=77.5 y=0

# The oxide etch process for p layer boron implantation
etch oxide left p1.x=2.5

# The oxide etch process for p layer boron implantation
etch oxide right p1.x=157.5

# Boron implantation for p layer region
implant boron dose=7.0e12 energy=200 tilt=0 rotation=0 crystal

# Annealing process for uniform distribution of the implanted boron
diffus time=120 temp=1200 nitro

# The all oxide etch process
etch oxide all

# The all nitride etch process
etch nitride all

# Nitride deposition for uniform boron implantation
deposit nitride thick=0.05 divisions=2

# Oxide deposition for p stop boron implantation
deposit oxide thick=2 divisions=2

# The oxide etch process for p stop boron implantation
etch oxide start x=36 y=-2.05
etch cont x=44 y=-2.05
etch cont x=44 y=0
etch done x=36 y=0
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# The oxide etch process for p stop boron implantation
etch oxide start x=116 y=-2.05
etch cont x=124 y=-2.05
etch cont x=124 y=0
etch done x=116 y=0

# Boron implantation for p stop region
implant boron dose=1.0e16 energy=80 tilt=0 rotation=0 crystal

# Annealing process for uniform distribution of the implanted boron
diffus time=60 temp=1100 nitro

# The all oxide etch process
etch oxide all

# The all nitride etch process
etch nitride all

# Nitride deposition for uniform phosphor implantation
deposit nitride thick=0.05 divisions=2

# Oxide deposition for n+ phosphorus implantation
deposit oxide thick=2 divisions=2

# The oxide etch process for n+ phosphorus implantation
etch oxide start x=64 y=-2.05
etch cont x=96 y=-2.05
etch cont x=96 y=0
etch done x=64 y=0

# The oxide etch process for n+ phosphorus implantation
etch oxide left p1.x=16

# The oxide etch process for n+ phosphorus implantation
etch oxide right p1.x=144

# Phosphor implantation for n+ region
implant phosphor dose=1e15 energy=100 tilt=0 rotation=0 crystal

# Annealing process for uniform distribution of the implanted phosphorus
diffus time=60 temp=1060 nitro

# The all oxide etch process
etch oxide all

# The all nitride etch process
etch nitride all

# Inverting structure for the bottom side processing
structure flip.y

# Boron implantation for p+ region on the bottom side
implant boron dose=1.0e17 energy=80 tilt=0 rotation=0 crystal

# Annealing process for uniform distribution of the implanted boron
diffus time=60 temp=1050 nitro

# Inverting structure for the top side processing
structure flip.y
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# Oxide deposition for electric contact processing
deposit oxide thick=2 divisions=2

# The oxide etch process for electric contact processing
etch oxide start x=72 y=-2
etch cont x=88 y=-2
etch cont x=88 y=0
etch done x=72 y=0

# The oxide etch process for electric contact processing
etch oxide left p1.x=8

# The oxide etch process for electric contact processing
etch oxide right p1.x=152

# Aluminum deposition for creating the electrodes
deposit aluminum thick=2 divisions=2

# The aluminum etch process for creating the electrodes
etch aluminum start x=10 y=-4
etch cont x=70 y=-4
etch cont x=70 y=-2
etch done x=10 y=-2

# The aluminum etch process for creating the electrodes
etch aluminum start x=90 y=-4
etch cont x=150 y=-4
etch cont x=150 y=-2
etch done x=90 y=-2

# Defining of the cathode
electrode name=cathode x=1 y=-1

# Defining of the cathode
electrode name=cathode x=80 y=-1

# Defining of the cathode
electrode name=cathode x=159 y=-1

# Defining of the anode
electrode name=anode backside

# Saving the created structure
struct outfile=player det.str

# Plotting the structure
tonyplot player det.str

# Exit from the code
quit
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APPENDIX 2: Atlas

Program code for simulation of electrical characteristics of the studied devices under voltage bias

go atlas

# Load the mesh file created during process simulation
mesh infile=conv det.str (mesh infile=player det.str)

# Add workfunction to the electrodes SiO2 – Si surface charge
interface charge=5e10

# Simulation models
models auger consrh conmob fldmob b.electrons=2 b.holes=1 evsatmod=0 hvsatmod=0 boltzman bgn
print temperature=300

# Simulation methods
method newton itlimit=25 trap atrap=0.5 maxtrap=4 autonr nrcriterion=0.1 tol.time=0.005 dt.min=1e-
25

# Solving the initial solution
solve init

# Saving the IV characteristics
log outf=conv det 600V.log (log outf=player det 600V.log)

# Applying voltage bias to cathode from 0.0V to 50V
solve vcathode=0.0 vstep=5 vfinal=50 name=cathode

# Saving the structures under voltage bias
save outfile=conv det 50V.str (save outfile=player det 50V.str)

# Extract of structure under 50V voltage bias
extract init infile=“conv det 50V.str” (extract init infile=“player det 50V.str”)

# 1D electric field extraction
extract name=“Field50V” curve(depth,impurity=“E Field” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“Field50V.dat”
(extract name=“PField50V” curve(depth,impurity=“E Field” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PField50V.dat”)

# 1D electron concentration extraction
extract name=“ElectronConc50V” curve(depth,impurity=“Electron Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“ElectronConc50V.dat”
(extract name=“PElectronConc50V” curve(depth,impurity=“Electron Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PElectronConc50V.dat”)

# 1D hole concentration extraction
extract name=“HoleConc50V” curve(depth,impurity=“Hole Conc” material=”Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“HoleConc50V.dat”
(extract name=“PHoleConc50V” curve(depth,impurity=“Hole Conc” material=”Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PHoleConc50V.dat”)

# Applying voltage bias to cathode from 50V to 100V
solve vcathode=50 vstep=5 vfinal=100 name=cathode

# Saving the structure under voltage bias
save outfile=conv det 100V.str (save outfile=player det 100V.str)
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# Extract of structure under 100V voltage bias
extract init infile=“conv det 100V.str” (extract init infile=“player det 100V.str”)

# 1D electric field extraction
extract name=“Field100V” curve(depth,impurity=“E Field” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“Field100V.dat”
(extract name=“PField100V” curve(depth,impurity=“E Field” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PField100V.dat”)

# 1D electron concentration extraction
extract name=“ElectronConc100V” curve(depth,impurity=“Electron Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“ElectronConc100V.dat”
(extract name=“PElectronConc100V” curve(depth,impurity=“Electron Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PElectronConc100V.dat”)

# 1D hole concentration extraction
extract name=“HoleConc100V” curve(depth,impurity=“Hole Conc” material=”Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“HoleConc100V.dat”
(extract name=“PHoleConc100V” curve(depth,impurity=“Hole Conc” material=”Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PHoleConc100V.dat”)

# Applying voltage bias to cathode from 100V to 300V
solve vcathode=100 vstep=10 vfinal=300 name=cathode

# Saving the structure under voltage bias
save outfile=conv det 300V.str (save outfile=player det 300V.str)

# Extract of structure under 300V voltage bias
extract init infile=“conv det 300V.str” (extract init infile=“player det 300V.str”)

# 1D electric field extraction
extract name=“Field300V” curve(depth,impurity=“E Field” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“Field300V.dat”
(extract name=“PField300V” curve(depth,impurity=“E Field” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PField300V.dat”)

# 1D electron concentration extraction
extract name=“ElectronConc300V” curve(depth,impurity=“Electron Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“ElectronConc300V.dat”
(extract name=“PElectronConc300V” curve(depth,impurity=“Electron Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PElectronConc300V.dat”)

# 1D hole concentration extraction
extract name=“HoleConc300V” curve(depth,impurity=“Hole Conc” material=”Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“HoleConc300V.dat”
(extract name=“PHoleConc300V” curve(depth,impurity=“Hole Conc” material=”Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PHoleConc300V.dat”)

# Applying voltage bias to cathode from 300V to 600V
solve vcathode=300 vstep=20 vfinal=600 name=cathode

# Saving the structure under voltage bias
save outfile=conv det 600V.str (save outfile=player det 600V.str)

# Extract of structure under 600V voltage bias
extract init infile=“conv det 600V.str” (extract init infile=“player det 600V.str”)

# 1D electric field extraction
extract name=“Field600V” curve(depth,impurity=“E Field” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
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outfile=“Field600V.dat”
(extract name=“PField600V” curve(depth,impurity=“E Field” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PField600V.dat”)

# 1D electron concentration extraction
extract name=“ElectronConc600V” curve(depth,impurity=“Electron Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“ElectronConc600V.dat”
(extract name=“PElectronConc600V” curve(depth,impurity=“Electron Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PElectronConc600V.dat”)

# 1D hole concentration extraction
extract name=“HoleConc600V” curve(depth,impurity=“Hole Conc” material=”Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“HoleConc600V.dat”
(extract name=“PHoleConc600V” curve(depth,impurity=“Hole Conc” material=”Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PHoleConc600V.dat”)

# Plotting the structures under voltage bias
tonyplot conv det 50V.str conv det 100V.str conv det 300V.str conv det 600V.str
(tonyplot player det 50V.str player det 100V.str player det 300V.str player det 600V.str)

# Plotting the 1D profiles under voltage bias
tonyplot Field600V.dat HoleConc600V.dat ElectronConc600V.dat Potential600V.dat
(tonyplot PField600V.dat PHoleConc600V.dat PElectronConc600V.dat PPotential600V.dat)

# Plotting the IV characteristics
tonyplot conv det 600V.log (tonyplot player det 600V.log)

# Exit from the code
quit

Program code for simulation of electrical characteristics of the studied devices under irradiation

go atlas

# Load the mesh file created during process simulation
mesh infile=conv det.str

# Defining of the anode
electrode name=anode x.min=0 x.max=160 y.min=285 y.max=285.5

# Defining of the cathode
electrode name=cathode x.min=72 x.max=88 y.min=-0.5 y.max=0

# Defining of the cathode
electrode name=cathode x.min=0 x.max=8 y.min=-0.5 y.max=0

# Defining of the cathode
electrode name=cathode x.min=152 x.max=160 y.min=-0.5 y.max=0

# Add workfunction to the electrodes SiO2 – Si surface charge
interface charge=5e10

# Simulation models
models auger consrh conmob fldmob b.electrons=2 b.holes=1 evsatmod=0 hvsatmod=0 boltzman bgn
print temperature=300

# Simulation methods
method newton gummel itlimit=25 trap atrap=0.5 maxtrap=10 autonr nrcriterion=0.1 tol.time=0.005
dt.min=1e-25 damped delta=0.5 damploop=10 dfactor=10 iccg lu1cri=0.003 lu2cri=0.03 maxinner=25
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# Defining of the beam system
beam num=1 x.origin=80 y.origin=-8 angle=90 wavelength=.632

# Initial solution
solve init

# Applying 0.2, 0.8, 1.6 and 3.2 W/cm2 light intensity beam to the structure
solve b1=0.2
(solve b1=0.8;
solve b1=1.6;
solve b1=3.2)

# Saving the IV characteristics of the structure under bias and irradiation
log outfile=conv 600V b02.log
(log outfile=conv 600V b08.log;
log outfile=conv 600V b16.log;
log outfile=conv 600V b32.log)

# Applying voltage bias to cathode from 0V to 600V
solve name=cathode vcathode=0 vfinal=600 vstep=20

# Saving the structure under voltage bias and irradiation
save outfile=conv 600V b02.str
(save outfile=conv 600V b08.str;
save outfile=conv 600V b16.str;
save outfile=conv 600V b32.str)

# Extract of structure under voltage bias and irradiation
extract init infile=“conv 600V b02.str”
(extract init infile=“conv 600V b08.str”;
extract init infile=“conv 600V b16.str”;
extract init infile=“conv 600V b32.str”)

# 1D electric field extraction
extract name=“Fieldb02” curve(depth,impurity=“E Field” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“Fieldb02.dat”
(extract name=“Fieldb08” curve(depth,impurity=“E Field” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“Fieldb08.dat”;
extract name=“Fieldb16” curve(depth,impurity=“E Field” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“Fieldb16.dat”;
extract name=“Fieldb32” curve(depth,impurity=“E Field” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“Fieldb32.dat”)

# 1D electron concentration extraction
extract name=“ElectronConcb02” curve(depth,impurity=“Electron Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“ElectronConcb02.dat”
(extract name=“ElectronConcb08” curve(depth,impurity=“Electron Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“ElectronConcb08.dat”;
extract name=“ElectronConcb16” curve(depth,impurity=“Electron Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“ElectronConcb16.dat”;
extract name=“ElectronConcb32” curve(depth,impurity=“Electron Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“ElectronConcb32.dat”)

# 1D hole concentration extraction
extract name=“HoleConcb02” curve(depth,impurity=“Hole Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“HoleConcb02.dat”
(extract name=“HoleConcb08” curve(depth,impurity=“Hole Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“HoleConcb08.dat”;
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extract name=“HoleConcb16” curve(depth,impurity=“Hole Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“HoleConcb16.dat”;
extract name=“HoleConcb32” curve(depth,impurity=“Hole Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“HoleConcb32.dat”)

go atlas

# Load the mesh file created during process simulation
mesh infile=player det.str

# Defining of the anode
electrode name=anode x.min=0 x.max=160 y.min=285 y.max=285.5

# Defining of the cathode
electrode name=cathode x.min=72 x.max=88 y.min=-0.5 y.max=0

# Defining of the cathode
electrode name=cathode x.min=0 x.max=8 y.min=-0.5 y.max=0

# Defining of the cathode
electrode name=cathode x.min=152 x.max=160 y.min=-0.5 y.max=0

# Add workfunction to the electrodes SiO2 – Si surface charge
interface charge=5e10

# Simulation models
models auger consrh conmob fldmob b.electrons=2 b.holes=1 evsatmod=0 hvsatmod=0 boltzman bgn
print temperature=300

# Simulation methods
method newton gummel itlimit=25 trap atrap=0.5 maxtrap=10 autonr nrcriterion=0.1 tol.time=0.005
dt.min=1e-25 damped delta=0.5 damploop=10 dfactor=10 iccg lu1cri=0.003 lu2cri=0.03 maxinner=25

# Defining of the beam system
beam num=1 x.origin=80 y.origin=-8 angle=90 wavelength=.632

# Initial solution
solve init

# Applying 0.2, 0.8, 1.6 and 3.2 W/cm2 light intensity beam to the structure
solve b1=0.2
(solve b1=0.8;
solve b1=1.6;
solve b1=3.2)

# Saving the IV characteristics of the structure under bias and irradiation
log outfile=player 600V b02.log
(log outfile=player 600V b08.log;
log outfile=player 600V b16.log;
log outfile=player 600V b32.log)

# Applying voltage bias to cathode from 0V to 600V
solve name=cathode vcathode=0 vfinal=600 vstep=20

# Saving the structure under voltage bias and irradiation
save outfile=player 600V b02.str
(save outfile=player 600V b08.str;
save outfile=player 600V b16.str;
save outfile=player 600V b32.str)
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# Extract of structure under voltage bias and irradiation
extract init infile=“player 600V b02.str”
(extract init infile=“player 600V b08.str”;
extract init infile=“player 600V b16.str”;
extract init infile=“player 600V b32.str”)

# 1D electric field extraction
extract name=“PFieldb02” curve(depth,impurity=“E Field” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PFieldb02.dat”
(extract name=“PFieldb08” curve(depth,impurity=“E Field” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PFieldb08.dat”;
extract name=“PFieldb16” curve(depth,impurity=“E Field” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PFieldb16.dat”;
extract name=“PFieldb32” curve(depth,impurity=“E Field” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PFieldb32.dat”)

# 1D electron concentration extraction
extract name=“PElectronConcb02” curve(depth,impurity=“Electron Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PElectronConcb02.dat”
(extract name=“PElectronConcb08” curve(depth,impurity=“Electron Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PElectronConcb08.dat”;
extract name=“PElectronConcb16” curve(depth,impurity=“Electron Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PElectronConcb16.dat”;
extract name=“PElectronConcb32” curve(depth,impurity=“Electron Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PElectronConcb32.dat”)

# 1D hole concentration extraction
extract name=“PHoleConcb02” curve(depth,impurity=“Hole Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PHoleConcb02.dat”
(extract name=“PHoleConcb08” curve(depth,impurity=“Hole Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PHoleConcb08.dat”;
extract name=“PHoleConcb16” curve(depth,impurity=“Hole Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PHoleConcb16.dat”;
extract name=“PHoleConcb32” curve(depth,impurity=“Hole Conc” material=“Silicon” x.val=80)
outfile=“PHoleConcb32.dat”)

# Plotting structures under bias and irradiation
tonyplot conv 600V b02.str player 600V b02.str
(tonyplot conv 600V b08.str player 600V b08.str;
tonyplot conv 600V b16.str player 600V b16.str;
tonyplot conv 600V b32.str player 600V b32.str)

# Plotting IV characteristics of the structures under bias and irradiation
tonyplot -overlay conv 600V b02.log player 600V b02.log
(tonyplot -overlay conv 600V b08.log player 600V b08.log;
tonyplot -overlay conv 600V b16.log player 600V b16.log;
tonyplot -overlay conv 600V b32.log player 600V b32.log)

# Exit from the code
quit
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